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Solar	Energe$c	Par$cle	(SEP)	events:	
Directly	detected	accelerated	par$cles	

1-AU	observa-ons	
from	ACE	and	SOHO	
spacecra9	
(Lario	2005)	

Impulsive	events:	
-  Electron	and	heavy-ion	rich	
-  Dura-on	up	to	a	day	
-  Low	ion	intensi-es	and	max.	energies	(100	MeV)	
-  Related	to	impulsive	flares	

Gradual	events:	
-  Electron-poor,	nominal	ion	abundances	
-  Dura-on	up	to	a	week	
-  High	ion	intensi-es	and	max.	energies	(10	GeV)	
-  Related	to	fast	coronal	mass	ejec-ons	



In	tenuous	space	plasmas,		
large-scale	electric	3ield	
	

	E	=	–Ve	×	B	
	
Ve	= 	electron	bulk	velocity	

B	

To	be	accelerated	by	the		
large-scale	3ield,	particles	have		
to	be	able	to	propagate	across	
the	magnetic	3ield.	
	
Current	sheets	and	shocks	



Effect	of	heliolongitude	(gradual	events)	

Spiral	field		
lines	Well-connected	

Poorly-connected	

Figure:	D.	Lario	

Shock	geometry	organizes	
the	MeV-proton	fluxes	very	well	



How	do	shocks	accelerate	par$cles?	
Diffusive	shock	accelera$on	

Repeated	shock	crossings	
produce	a	power-law	
in	momentum	



How	do	shocks	accelerate	par$cles?	
Diffusive	shock	accelera$on	



Main	problem	of	standard	DSA	for	SEP	events	

Rapid	accelera-on 	 	 	Fast	propaga-on	from	the	source	
at	the	source,		λ	<<	r 	 	 	to	the	observer,	λ	≈	1	AU	
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Solu-on:	protons	generate	their	own	magne-c	fluctua-ons	

Radial	distance	from	the	Sun	r	



Self-generated	waves	

Growth	of	waves	resonant	with	constant	
p	is	strongest	where	vA	has	a	maximum	

∝B	



Alfvén	speed	profile		

Speed	profiles:	
Mann	et	al.	(2003)	

Strongest	growth		
of	Alfvén	waves	

CME	shock	
forms	



Streaming	limit	and		
Energe$c	Storm	Par$cle	(ESP)	peaks	



ESP	event	



Spectral	density	of	fluctua$ons	

Self-generated	
foreshock	
turbulence	

Shock-amplified	
downstream	
turbulence	



Earth’s	bow	shock	

Eastwood	et	al.	(2005)	

Foreshock:	quasi-periodic	
30-sec	compressive	fluctua-ons	

Period	and	polariza-on	correspond	
to	a	wave	driven	by	the		
counter-streaming	beam	



SIMULATION	MODELLING	



Coronal	Shock	Accelera$on	(CSA)	code	
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Self-consistent	Monte	Carlo	approach:	
•  Ions	and	resonant	Alfvén	waves	

	
	Ion	sca^ering	↔	Wave	growth	
	 		 	resonance	

	

	 	 	k = 1/rL	
	
	

Ambient	κ-distribu-on	

Radial	
magne-

c	flux	t
ube	

Semi-empirical	SW	model	

Vainio	&	Lai-nen	(2007,	2008);	Ba^arbee	et	al.	(2011)	



Ion	and	Wave	Distribu$ons	

Proton	intensity	[cm
–2	sr –1	s –1	M

eV
–1]	

Alfvén	w
ave	intensity	[G

2]	

Distance	of	the	shock	from	the	Sun	=	14	–	22	R¤	



DSA	theory:	

Proton	spectra	at	the	shock	

Ec	?	

Simula-ons	reproduce	the	canonical	power-law	spectrum.	
	

Vainio	et	al.	(2014)	



DSA	theory:	

Cut-off	momentum	

DSA	theory	over-predicts	pc	by	an	order	of	magnitude	
if	the	steady-state	value	of	Dnn	(Bell	1978)	at	the	shock	is	used.	

Vainio	et	al.	(2014)	

N.B.	Cut-off	momentum	observable		
remotely:	

DSA	value	of	pc	[mc]	using	the	fi^ed	value	of	ε	
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⇒

SOLPACS uses the full resonance 
condition:	

⇒

⇒

anisotropic scattering	

2D𝝁𝝁/𝛎0	vs.	𝝁	

isotropic 
scattering	

SOLar	Par$cle	Accelera$on	in	Coronal	Shocks	
(SOLPACS)	model	

Note that	

isotropic 
scattering	

⇒



Simulation setup
Goal:	To	explore	the	effect	of	the	resonance	condi$on	

Coronal shock simulation parameters:
Magnetic field B0 = 3.4 × 10-5 T     
Plasma density n0 = 3.6 × 106 cm-3 

Solar-wind speed usw = 12.4 km s-1    
Shock speed Vshock = 1500 km s-1 

Scattering-centre compression ratio rc = 4   
Simulation box length Lbox = 1R⊙   
Initial wave-spectral index q0 = 3/2    
Simulation time tsim = 580 s	

• Constant background plasma (n0, B0, usw parameters)
• Anti-sunward propagating Alfvén waves with the initial 
spectrum

• Particle injection at shock at constant rate
• Exponential velocity spectrum of injected protons:
	
	
	

	

We assume:	

x	=	Lbox	

u1 = Vsh - usw 	



Proton	spectrum	at	a	coronal	shock	
		

𝜖inj = 1.62×10-5	inj = 1.62×10-5	
5.40×10-6	
1.62×10-6	

Filng	func-on:	

for	different	injec$on	strengths	𝜖inj  (at t	=	580	s)	inj  (at t	=	580	s)	



Corresponding	spectrum	of	waves		

The SOLPACS spectrum is smoother and less intense at low wavenumbers than the CSA one
(corresponds to the lower particle cut-off energy Ec).	

CSA code	 SOLPACS code	

Note also the differences in the high-k spectrum	

for	𝜖inj = 1.62×10-5 (strongest injection), t	=	580	s	

k-2	

right-hand	CP	
le9-hand	CP	



Distribu$on	of	protons	in	the	foreshock		

CSA vs. Bell’s theory	 SOLPACS vs. Bell’s theory	

dashed	curves	→	theory	 dashed	curves	→	theory	

Bell’s steady-state theory (1-D): 	

t = 580 s	 t = 580 s	



Proton	mean	free	path	in	the	foreshock		

dashed	curves	→	CSA	results	 dashed	curves	→	CSA	results	

Spatial distribution at different 
energies (SOLPACS vs. CSA)	

Temporal evolution at E = 0.1 MeV 
(SOLPACS vs. CSA)	

SOLPACS produces a mean free path
increasing a function of energy.	

t = 580 s	

The CSA mean free path reaches a steady 
state, but the SOLPACS one does not.	



Future:	beyond	quasi-linear	physics?	

V	(750	km/s)	

Example:	Vlasiator	
		
-  Hybrid-Vlasov	model,	

2D+3V	
-  Developed	at	FMI	for		

Earth’s	magnetosphere	
(Palmroth	et	al.	2012)	

-  Vlasov	eq.	for	protons	
-  Neutralizing	cold	electron		

fluid	
-  Ampère’s,	Faraday’s	and	

Hall-MHD	Ohm’s	laws	

		

6	RE	

n	=	1	cm-3	



Interplanetary	shock	case	using	SOLPACS	

𝜖inj = 10-3	inj = 10-3	

fixed-frame spectrum	
shock-frame spectrum	

0.1	 1.0	0.01	0.001	

t = 18700 s	
Interplanetary shock simulation parameters:
Magnetic field B0 = 5 nT   
Plasma density n0 = 5 cm-3 

Solar-wind speed usw = 400 km s-1   
Shock speed  Vshock = 800 km s-1 (u1 = 400 km s-1)  

Scattering-centre compression ratio rc = 3.25   
Simulation box length Lbox = 0.1AU  
Initial wave-spectral index q0 = 5/3   
Simulation time tsim = 5.2 h				



Comparison	of	SOLPACS	to	a	Vlasiator	simula$on		

Run setup	

•  5-D run (XY ecliptic plane, 3-D velocity space) 
 

•  Resolution:  227 km (ordinary space) 
                    30 km s-1 (velocity space) 

 
•  Inner magnetospheric boundary at 5 RE 

 
•  IMF: magnitude 5 nT, radial (cone angle 5°) 

 
•  Solar wind velocity: 600 km s-1 

 
•  Density: 3.3 cm-3 

 

•  Maxwellian velocity distribution of SW protons with T = 0.5 MK.	



Comparison	of	SOLPACS	to	a	Vlasiator	simula$on		

Distribution of transverse magnetic field components	

Spectrum in Vlasiator (at +)	

Spectrum in SOLPACS	

k-2	

right-hand CP	
left-hand CP	



Standard DSA
theory 	

CSA	

SOLPACS	 Cut-off energy Ec vs. 
injection efficiency 𝜖inj 	

10-6	 10-4	

Conclusions	on	Quasi-linear	modeling	
  The evolution timescale of particles and 

waves in DSA cannot be neglected!

  The full quasi-linear resonance condition yields 
less efficient particle acceleration than the 
simplified one (cf. the plot ⇒)

  Moreover, it provides a mean free path 
increasing with energy in contrast to Bell’s 
steady-state theory

  The k-2	asymptotic Alfvén wave spectrum agrees 
with kinetic (hybrid-Vlasov) simulations	 10-1	

100	

101	

102	

103	



B	

V	Very	turbulent	
downstream	
(unexplored	transport	
condi-ons)	

Coherent	compressional	
waves	driven	by		
reflected	ion	beam	
(unexplored	transport	
condi-ons)	

Beyond	quasi-linear	physics?	

Rippled	shock	
(shock-normal	angle	
“random	variable”)	



IP	shock	simula-on	/	Vlasiator	



Conclusions	and	outlook	
•  CME-driven	shocks	are	the	best	candidate	to	account	for	the	majority	of	

proton	fluence	in	large	gradual	events	beyond	10-MeV	energies.	
•  Accelera-on	is	strongest	in	the	corona	but	con-nues	in	the	interplanetary	

medium	
•  DSA	in	solar	erup-ons	is	much	more	complicated	than	simple,	1D	steady-

state	modelling	can	account	for	
–  Time	evolu-on	of	foreshock	
–  Complicated	shock	structures,	both	global	and	local	
–  Quasi-linear	treatment	of	DSA	may	be	invalid,	at	least	at	supra-thermal	energies	

•  Future	modelling	efforts	should	combine	local	fully	kine-c	simula-ons	
with	global	Monte	Carlo	simula-ons	

–  Code	Coupling	probably	not	efficient	enough	(-me	scale	limita-on)	
–  Sta-s-cal	analysis	of	kine-c	models	with	test-par-cle	trajectories	may	provide	the	way	

ahead.	


